
Andrew King
Software Engineer
Kenosha, WI (Willing to Relocate)
(808) 469-0458
dev.andrewking@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/andrewkingdev
github.com/devAndrewK

Skills
Languages: Ruby On Rails, Ruby, GraphQL, SQL, HTML5, CSS3
Databases: PostgreSQL
Tools/Practices: Git, CircleCI, TDD, RSpec, Capybara, REST, Github, Heroku, Postman, Postico,
Atom, VS Code

Projects
Moon Garden | 6 contributors
This is a lunar garden tracker application deployed on Heroku with Rails using SOA to connect
front-end and back-end Rails applications with 7 APIs. I connected the front-end to the back-end
using RESTful practices and handled the consumption of 3 APIs for the front-end.

Sweater Weather | 1 contributor
This is a solo back-end application that consumes 2 external APIs (MapQuest and OpenWeather)
and exposes endpoints for a front-end application to consume. Allows an origin and destination to
be sent, and the time to travel and the weather forecast upon arrival will be returned in JSON. Also
includes basic user authentication with generation of API tokens for users.

Experience
Skilled in critical thinking, problem solving, working independently, teamwork/collaboration, time
management skills, communication, analytical thinking, and attention to detail.

July 2015 - March 2022

Target, Pleasant Prairie - Fulfillment Expert

Helped lead the fulfillment team through the modernization of our department. Picked and packed

hundreds of orders per shift in a timely manner. Practiced customer service skills while out on the
sales floor by helping guests whenever possible.

September 2021 - January 2022

Chicago Tag & Label, Libertyville, IL - Press Operator

Self-reliantly ran a press for the entirety of my shifts overseeing the manufacturing of thousands of

paper and label products per day while simultaneously fine-tuning the press when needed. Handled
set-up and tear-down/clean up of the press in between job runs. Adhered to customer’s specific
standards with attention to detail. Gave helper direction and supplied their packing materials.

Education
March  2022 - September 2022

Turing School of Software & Design, Denver, CO - Certificate of completion in
Back-End Engineering
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